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Macs All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Welcome to the wonderful world of the Mac! Whether you’ve just decided to switch from Windows or you’ve been using a Mac for awhile and want to take advantage of all its bells and whistles, Macs All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies is the perfect guidebook to Mac land.
    You probably already know that Macs were made for...
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Filmmaking For Dummies (Career/Education)For Dummies, 2008
"I found Filmmaking For Dummies a thorough and informative read: a complete A to Z that demystifies not only production, but pre- and post- production as well. Stoller paints a picture of filmmaking so basic that you'd have to be not just a dummy but completely braindead if you're unable to make your own movie after closing the...
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Photoshop Compositing Secrets: Unlocking the Key to Perfect Selections and Amazing Photoshop Effects for Totally Realistic CompositesPeachpit Press, 2011

	 


	Photoshop compositing has really blown up over the last few years. You see composites everywhere

	from magazine ads and covers, to movie posters, to athletic portraits, to, well, just about

	any kind of portrait. It really is everywhere. Clients and customers are very aware of Photoshop

	now and...
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Deep Learning Cookbook: Practical Recipes to Get Started QuicklyO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Deep learning doesn’t have to be intimidating. Until recently, this machine-learning method required years of study, but with frameworks such as Keras and Tensorflow, software engineers without a background in machine learning can quickly enter the field. With the recipes in this cookbook, you’ll learn how to solve...
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Flash Mobile: Developing Android and iOS Applications (Visualizing the Web)Focal Press, 2011

	Change: It’s what we expect from technology, from the PC to
	the web, through to HD TV. But nothing has been as disruptive
	as the change the iPhone and Android phones have brought.
	For the first time the power of a computer will fit in your hand,
	you are always connected to the Internet, and these devices are
	loaded with...
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Designing Machine Learning Systems with PythonPackt Publishing, 2016

	Design efficient machine learning systems that give you more accurate results


	About This Book

	
		Gain an understanding of the machine learning design process
	
		Optimize machine learning systems for improved accuracy
	
		Understand common programming tools and techniques for machine...
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Home Recording Studio  Build it Like the ProsArtistpro, 2006
With the advances in digital technology, musicians can now produce their own music. But the gear is only part of the equation when it comes to recording and mixing. The next part is finding a soundproof room that you can produce it in. Unfortunately, any old room in your house will not suffice for a quality recording. Without a decent room, you'l...
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Hardcore Windows XPMcGraw-Hill, 2005
A Must-Have Resource for Power Users!

Take control of Windows XP and get the most out of everything this powerful operating system has to offer. Written by Microsoft Windows XP Expert Zone columnist Joli Ballew, this book shows you hundreds of tips and tricks you’ll be able to use right away. Learn to do everything from kick...
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Blender 2.5 Lighting and RenderingPackt Publishing, 2010

	Each chapter develops a different aspect of a Blender technique. The book is essentially a step-by-step tutorial, which builds up your knowledge throughout. It has practical examples such as lighting a tricycle in open space, lighting a wine bottle on a table, and lighting a room that has a lamp as well as sunlight coming in through the...
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The Driver: My Dangerous Pursuit of Speed and Truth in the Outlaw Racing WorldIt Books, 2007

	On his deathbed, Alex Roy's father dropped tantalizing hints about the notorious Cannonball Run of the 1970s, the utterly illegal high-speed nonstop race from New York to L.A. that was nothing at all like the one portrayed in the Burt Reynolds movie.


	Inspired by his father's dying words, and against the advice of his loyal,...
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R Deep Learning Projects: Master the techniques to design and develop neural network models in RPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		5 real-world projects to help you master deep learning concepts

	
		Key Features

		
			Master the different deep learning paradigms and build real-world projects related to text generation, sentiment analysis, fraud detection, and more
	
			Get to grips with R's impressive range of...
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Windows Vista: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
Whether you're a beginner, power user, or seasoned professional, Windows Vista: The Definitive Guide has everything you need to customize the operating system, master your digital media, manage your data, and maintain your computer -- regardless of which Windows Vista edition you're using.
Why this book and not some other resource?...
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